The influence o f excited states on the reactive thermal conductivity Ar of an L.T.E . hydrogen plasma has been recently discussed 1 under several assumptions on the cross sections o f these species.
The results showed a strong dependence o f Ar on the magnitude o f the cross sections relative to the interaction H ( l ) -H (/ i), where H (n ) denotes a hydrogen atom in the nth principal quantum num ber. In this note we reconsider the problem in the light o f the recent calculations o f the cross sections H (1 ) -H (n ) 2.
The reactive thermal conductivity has been cal culated by means o f the Butler-Brokaw equation 3' 4 where
The order o f determinants in Eq. (1 ) depends on the number o f the independent reactions present in the plasma. T o a first degree o f approximation (model I ) we consider that the only reaction contributing to Ar is H ( l ) = H + + e . This means that the excited hydrogen atoms are considered as inert species. In this case Eq. (1 ) reduces after dropping the terms due to the electrons to the fo llo w in g form [ H ( 6 -12) includes excited states, the principal quantum numbers o f which range from 6 to 12.] In this case Eq. (1 ) cannot be reduced to the sim ple form o f Equation ( 2 ) . Values o f Ar cor responding to the models I and II can be evaluated once the diffusion coefficients o f the interactions H ( l ) -H (n ) and H (n ) -H + are known. These coefficients have been reported in Table 1 fo r various temperatures and principal quantums number n; they are based on recent calculations of collision integrals o f the diffusion ty p e li 2. The cal culations have shown that these integrals fo r the interactions H (rc) -H + increase as n3; on the con trary, those fo r the interactions H ( l ) -H (n ) seem to converge at high values o f n to the H (1 ) -H + value. These considerations are useful fo r esti mating the diffusion coefficients o f highly excited hydrogen atoms. A s fo r the m olar fractions which enter in the calculation o f Ar , they have been cal culated by considering an L .T .E . plasma; the Griem ' s criterion has been used fo r the cut-off o f the elec tronic partition function 5. It can be noted that ac cording to this method the principal quantum num bers o f excited states inserted in the partition func tion approxim ately range from 2 to 12 (at one atm osphere). Finally, the differences o f enthalpy of the ionization reactions have been calculated by adding to the ionization potential o f each particular state the translational energy of the electrons. The last procedure is commonly adopted in the lit erature. The results show a strong dependence o f Ar Table 2 ). The comparison shows a very good agreement, despite the completely different methods adopted fo r ob taining the two sets of Ar values.
This can be probably attributed to compensation effects operating in the two models, rather than to the insensitivity of Ar to the cross sections o f excited stales.
